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Earlier this year, a pair of students from the Technion managed to create a fake traffic jam that was seen
by Waze users,1 allowing them to reduce their travel time at the expense of others. This simple example
shows how so much of our daily activity is mediated by computers and algorithms, as well as how strategic
behavior can lead to the failure of systems that aggregate information.

In my work I apply a game-theoretic approach to understand and characterize strategic behavior in multi-
agent interactions, where agents are self-interested. The challenges involved are not limited to economic
factors, and have a significant computational part (for example computing an optimal strategy or an equi-
librium point). In the other direction, tools from algorithms and artificial intelligence often prove useful in
modeling agents and environments, in analyzing convergence to equilibrium and so on.

While understanding the problems caused by strategic behavior is important, the next step is to solve
them. A large part of my work is dedicated to mechanism design: constructing interaction protocols for
users who are self-interested and strategic, and yet guarantee that the goals of the designer are met. My
personal interest is in mechanisms that increase cooperation and welfare of the agents using the system,
especially in the contexts of information aggregation and networks.

Most of my past work has dealt with purely theoretical models, where I analyzed existing mechanisms
and games, and designed new ones. I review some of this work in the Past Research section below, focusing
on one project from my thesis to demonstrate some tight yet surprising connections between economic and
computational models in a network environment.

In my recent work I put more emphasis on making realistic assumptions on the knowledge and capa-
bilities of the agents, as well as on comparing theoretical prediction with empirical data. My goal is to
combine the powerful tool-kits of game theory and mechanism design with recent psychological insights
on how humans perceive and process information, for which I develop new models of agents with bounded
rationality [Simon 1957].

One of the most striking contradictions between traditional game theoretic assumptions and psycholog-
ical evidence relates to decision making under uncertainty. I show (see Current Research) that taking into
account both strategic aspects and cognitive biases is crucial in explaining behavior under uncertainty in
real-world settings such as online scheduling.

My next goal is to develop improved mechanisms based on these insights, and in particular mecha-
nisms for aggregation of information and preferences. Such mechanisms could have great impact on crowd-
sourcing, recommendation-systems, resource allocation, and much more.

Past Research
I lay out a few example from my research, both on how a game-theoretic approach can expose and resolve
strategic behavior in computerized systems, and for the importance of computational tools in analyzing
games.

The Cost of Stability. Coalitional games are a classic branch of game theory, which aims to describe
and predict the coalitions that are most likely to arise in certain interactions, and how members of these
coalitions distribute the profits or costs from cooperation. For example, we can think of nodes in a wireless
network owned by self-interested parties, where the value of a coalition is the amount of traffic it can jointly
handle; or on users who share their joint transmission costs in an electric grid.

The core of a game contains allocations of the total profits/costs such that every subcoalition is allocated
at least what it can gain by itself (and thus has an incentive to participate). However, this concept has an
important drawback: the core of a game may be empty. In games with empty cores, any outcome is unstable,
as some agents are better off breaking away from the original coalition.

1See http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2014-03/25/waze-hacked-fake-traffic-jam.
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In a sequence of papers (with co-authors) I studied the Cost of Stability (CoS), which is the minimal
subsidy required to stabilize the outcome of games with an empty core [Bachrach et al. 2009; Meir et al.
2010a, 2011b, 2013].

I showed that the CoS can be used as a measure of the inherent instability of a given game, as well as a
design tool for an external party interested in stability. I studied bounds on the Cost of Stability in various
games, suggested algorithms to compute it efficiently when possible, and explored the intricate relation of
the Cost of Stability with other mathematical concepts.

Subsequently, the CoS became a standard metric of the instability of coalitional games in textbooks and
in research papers (including, for example, [Aziz et al. 2010; Chalkiadakis et al. 2011; Greco et al. 2011]).

The tree-width of a graph is a combinatorial measure of the complexity of its structure, which is used
in numerous AI applications and algorithms [Robertson and Seymour 1986]. In a recently published pa-
per [Meir et al. 2013], I uncover tight connections among the CoS, social networking, and the tree-width.

I studied coalitional games that are played over a social network, where only players that are connected
in the network may form coalitions. Suppose that H is a graph representing the social network, and G is
an arbitrary coalitional game where the players are the vertices of H . I proved the following: if the social
interaction in G is restricted according to H , then the cost of stability (i.e., the subsidy required to stabilize
the game) is at most TREEWIDTH(H) + 1, and this bound is tight.

Despite the wide popularity of the tree-width measure (the Robertson and Seymour paper alone has over
1500 citations), this is its first use related to pure economic factors, rather than to algorithmic and runtime
considerations. An important application is to guide the construction of networks so as to increase their
inherent stability against break-away of subcoalitions.

Incentives in machine learning. I studied the power and limitations of binary classification algorithms
when the experts are in fact strategic agents [Meir 2008; Meir et al. 2008, 2009, 2010c, 2011a, 2012;
Dokow et al. 2012]. Such incentives may arise in polls, crowd-sourcing and other situations where the
users might prefer the resulting classifier to resemble their own opinion, leading them to report biased labels.
Specifically, I characterized mechanisms that disincentivize strategic behavior, and proved tight bounds on
the approximation ratio that such mechanisms can guarantee in various settings.

Convergence of iterative voting. A voting rule collects the preferences of many individuals over a given
set of “candidates” (which may be actual people, rooms for a meeting, joint plans, etc.), and outputs a
“winner”. I Defined a formal model for iterative voting, where voters are allowed to change their vote at
any time (as in committees or in online settings); and showed that under the Plurality rule voters must
converge to a Nash equilibrium [Meir et al. 2010b].

Current Research

Uncertainty and bounded rationality. My primary ongoing project aims at constructing game theoretic
models that handle uncertainty, while taking into account agents’ bounded rationality and cognitive biases.
I will demonstrate this approach via a model of voting equilibrium.

When there are many voters, the classic game-theoretic approach for the analysis of voting (including my
work from the previous paragraph) turns out to be completely useless: a single voter can almost never affect
the outcome, and is therefore indifferent regarding which candidate she should vote for. This leaves us with
highly unlikely and undesired Nash equilibria, for example where all voters vote for their least-preferred
candidate.

When voters do not know the outcome exactly, and thus their vote might matter, many unreasonable
equilibria are eliminated. A standard economic approach to uncertainty is to attribute probabilistic beliefs
to voters, and assume they are each maximizing their expected utility. However, psychological studies
suggest that people are both risk-averse and avoid probabilistic calculations [Tversky and Kahneman 1974;
Slovic et al. 1980], thus raising concerns with standard models of rationality.

I propose a different way to model uncertainty, where voters observe candidates’ prospective scores (e.g.,
the results of a poll or a previous round of voting), and each voter believes that the true scores are within
some “distance” of those. Since voters do not attribute probabilities to the possible states, there is no notion
of expected utility. The epistemic state of each agent is modeled by a single parameter ri, where higher
values of ri reflect the fact that voter i is either less informed or more risk-averse. When ri = 0 for all
agents the model reduces to the standard, complete information model, and voting equilibria coincide with
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Nash equilibria. However when introducing some uncertainty my model has many advantages over previous
theories [Meir et al. 2014; Meir 2015]: the optimal strategy of a voter reduces to a simple heuristic (in
contrast to complicated probabilistic reasoning), a voting equilibrium always exists, and is in fact reached
by any best-response dynamics.

In addition, the resulting equilibria replicate known phenomena from real-world voting, and I am cur-
rently running experiments on Amazon Turk in order to construct a database of human voting behavior in
various settings (joint work with Kobi Gal and Maor Tal from BGU). This dataset will be made available
for the research community to test the underlying assumptions and predictions of various models, including
the one above.

In separate work with James Zou and David Parkes, we analyzed over 340,000 Doodle polls in order to
identify and characterize strategic behavior in meeting scheduling [Zou et al. 2015]. While scheduling is
a special case of preference aggregation, we show that existing models of strategic voting fail to explain
observed behavior, and then provide a qualitative explanation founded on social utilities. I am currently
working on a model that combines distance-based uncertainty (as above) with social utilities to better ex-
plain the observed patterns in the data.

Finally, the idea of distance-based uncertainty is not limited to voting, and can be applied to other in-
teractions where we have many bounded-rational players. A prominent example is routing (in physical or
digital networks), where agents have uncertainty regarding the exact load on every edge in the network. In
recent work I show that a moderate level of uncertainty leads to lower network congestion [Meir and Parkes
2015].

Bidding games. I study the effect of adding a bidding phase to turn-based games, where players repeatedly
bid over who is going to play next. Zero-sum games (such as Chess and Checkers) with bidding over turns
have been thoroughly studied, and some universities even used to hold tournaments of “bidding Chess”.

In recent work with Gil Kalai and Moshe Tennenholtz (in submission), I show that by applying bidding
phases to general two-player games we get a powerful mechanism with broad practical implications. The
main application is for combinatorial bargaining problems, where two parties need to share a set of items,
and have arbitrary valuations for subsets of items. My mechanism is the first that guarantees both Pareto-
efficient and fair, while maintaining low communication complexity. Moreover, an efficient equilibrium can
be computed in polynomial time for a variety of problems, from allocation of computational resources to
multi-robot pathfinding.

Future plans and vision
The Internet, and in particular the rapid rise of social networks, generates huge opportunities to exploit the
vast amounts of data collected on users’ attributes, opinions, preferences, social connections, and more. As
users are in turn affected by how this aggregated data is used, incentives and strategic behavior come into
play, and collected data may be biased or corrupted.

My research agenda for the next few years has two stages, where the first stage is dedicated to better
understand strategic behavior of bounded rational users in real systems, with an emphasis on computerized
systems that aggregate information collected from users. My current research already provides some exam-
ples from voting and online scheduling, where other domains I am interested in include crowd-sourcing,
recommendation and reviewing systems, and grading in MOOCs.

In the second stage, armed with better models of strategic behavior and equilibrium concepts, I intend
to design interaction mechanisms that lead to better societal outcomes. Such mechanisms (for example a
better online meeting scheduler) should rely on strong game-theoretic and behavioral foundations, but more
importantly, they would be implemented and applied to handle strategic behavior in real systems, and to
provide higher levels of welfare and stability.
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